Conjugated Nanowire Sensors via High-Energy Single-Particle-Induced Linear Polymerization of 9,9'-Spirobi[9 H-fluorene] Derivatives.
Nanostructures composed of conjugated polymers or π-conjugated molecules provide sensing platforms with large specific surface areas. One of the feasible approaches to accessing such nanostructured miniaturized sensors with ultrahigh sensitivity is to develop a network of organic nanowires with optical/electronic properties that can measure signals upon interacting with the analytes at their surfaces. In this work, organic nanowires with controlled number density and uniform length were fabricated by one-dimensional solid-state polymerization of 9,9'-spirobi[9 H-fluorene] (SBF) derivatives triggered by high-energy single particles. SBF was chosen as a conjugated molecular motif with the interplay of high density of π-electrons, high solubility, and uniform solid-state structures, allowing us to fabricate sensing platforms via solution processing. The as-deposited energy density in linear polymerization nanospace was theoretically analyzed by a collision model, interpreting nanowire sizes at subnanometer levels. The substitution of bromine atoms was confirmed to be effective not only for the higher collision probability of the incident particles but also for the remarkable increase in radiolytic neutral radical yield via C-Br cleavages or electron-dissociative attachments onto the bromine atoms. The fluorescence spectra of SBF-based nanowires were different from those of SBF derivatives due to extended bond formation as a result of polymerization reactions. Fluorescence was quenched by the addition of nitrobenzene, indicating the potential use of our nanowires for fluorometric sensing applications. Microwave-based conductivity measurements revealed that the SBF-based nanowires exhibited charge carrier transport property upon photoexcitation, and that the conductivity was changed upon treatment with nitrobenzene vapors. The presented strategy of bromination of aromatic rings for efficient fabrication of controlled nanowire networks with favorable fluorescent and charge transport properties of nanowires advances the development of nanostructured sensing systems.